Say-on-pay
Will your pay practices survive the scrutiny?

Pay critics abound, with no end in sight to the number of those who have something to say on executive pay. The rising interest in executive pay can be attributed to several factors. Improved compensation disclosure rules applicable to public companies have provided, and will continue to provide, greater insight into, and greater opportunity for scrutiny of, executive pay practices. Further, executive pay levels have grown significantly in recent decades, magnifying the disparity in pay between the general workforce and top executives. Moreover, the mortgage crisis and the ensuing financial market meltdown, massive job cuts, government bailouts and losses in share value and retirement savings, occurred while the same highly paid executives held the reigns. These events have left many workers, shareholders and governments angry and ready to speak out on executive pay.

Recently, shareholder “say-on-pay” proposals have gained traction in Canada. Typically, say-on-pay proposals can be described as proposals seeking a non-binding, advisory vote by shareholder-
ers on various aspects of executive compensation. In addition to shareholder advisory votes on compensation, institutional shareholders, shareholder service groups and even governments are commenting on executive pay practices. Understanding how these and other interested stakeholders perceive your organization’s compensation practices is important. An organization’s compensation practices are said to provide insight into the stewardship of the organization. As such, executive pay practices that are well perceived by interested stakeholders can contribute to an organization’s overall success.

Shareholder Advisory Votes

CCGG

The Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG) recently released its policy on shareholder engagement and say-on-pay. CCGG supports say-on-pay shareholder advisory resolutions as a means of enabling shareholders to communicate with boards of directors on a company’s compensation plan and awards for the prior year. CCGG recommends that boards voluntarily add to their annual meeting agenda, an advisory shareholder resolution on the compensation committee, the compensation plan and the prior year’s awards. CCGG recommends that shareholders consider say-on-pay resolutions on a case-by-case basis. CCGG has taken the position that institutional shareholders should have regular, constructive engagement with boards and compensation committees to explain their perspective on executive compensation and comment on the company’s practices.2

RMG

Risk Metrics Group (RMG) recently released its Canadian policy on shareholder advisory votes. RMG indicated it will generally recommend voting for shareholder proposals requesting the adoption of a shareholder advisory vote on the report of the compensation committee, taking into consideration certain factors. These factors are: the wording of the proposal, the timing for its adoption and the existing disclosure requirements and best practices. RMG also indicated it will generally recommend voting against a binding shareholder vote on compensation.3

CPPIB

CPP Investment Board (CPPIB) released its Proxy Voting Principles and Guidelines for 2009. CPPIB has indicated that due to the differences in the state and disclosure of executive compensation in Canada and the U.S., it is adopting different approaches to advisory votes. In Canada, CPPIB will generally not support shareholder proposals seeking an advisory vote on executive compensation. Rather, CPPIB will engage with selected issuers on executive compensation. If a company is unresponsive to CPPIB’s concerns, it may then decide to support a shareholder proposal seeking
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The emergence of shareholder “say-on-pay” proposals in Canada comes as no surprise, considering the weak link between some generous executive compensation packages and the related poor operational and stock price performance.

There is a danger that say-on-pay could also become the subject of the latest hotline after the hockey season is over. In sports, not everyone has the knowledge and information required to coach the winning team; similarly, few shareholders have the knowledge and information required to make the right compensation decisions. In any event, the current movement is a normal reaction, like the return of the pendulum, to practices that have become, in some rare instances, abusive. In those rare, yet highly publicized cases, some said: “Where were the directors?”

Shareholder say-on-pay combined with increased disclosure requirements with respect to the quantification of the cost of annual pension plan benefits and the incremental cost of termination benefits should focus directors’ attention on the relevance and justification for these often expensive terms. In addition, if the UK experience is any indication of the results than can be expected in Canada, having shareholders officially express their opinion about compensation plans should help improve the link between compensation and “real” corporate performance. For example, incentives should only be paid or earned when the organization’s operational performance (e.g. EBITDA / Sales or ROE) is adequate relative to a peer group of companies. Management should not be rewarded for performance resulting from volatile resource prices on which they have absolutely no impact.

Despite the advantages of adopting say-on-pay votes, there is a risk of some unintended adverse consequences. For example, organizations with competitive, reasonable compensation practices may be “scared” into unduly constraining compensation, especially long-term incentive awards and, perhaps to a lesser extent, annual bonus opportunity and pension benefits. In fact, unintended consequences occurred with the introduction of the expensing of stock options for accounting purposes in the early part of this century following the crash of the high tech stocks. The change in the accounting of stock options resulted in many companies eliminating the use of options, rather than implementing more moderate measures, such as:

- Modifying their duration
- Introducing vesting conditions linked to operational performance
- Separating the exercise of an option from its vesting to reward sustained stock performance

Organizations that are too conservative and limit executive reward opportunities may be at risk of losing key executives, especially when the economy rebounds. Such a consequence would not be good news for shareholders who weathered the storm.
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an advisory vote on executive compensation. In the U.S., CPPIB will assess shareholder proposals seeking an advisory vote on executive compensation on a case-by-case basis.4

Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan
The Ontario Teachers Pension Plan (Teachers) released its Corporate Governance Policies and Proxy Voting Guidelines for 2009. Teachers indicated it will generally not support shareholder proposals seeking an advisory vote on compensation. Teachers commented that it was preferable to allow shareholders to approach directors directly with concerns and, if dissatisfied with their response, to vote against them.5

Market Reaction
Say-on-pay proposals are winning shareholder votes in Canada. This year, shareholders voted in favour of say-on-pay proposals at some of Canada’s major banks, including: Bank of Montreal, Bank of Nova Scotia, CIBC, Laurentian Bank and Royal Bank of Canada. Say-on-pay proposals were voluntarily adopted without the issue going to a shareholder vote at other banks, including: National Bank and TD. In addition, say-on-pay proposals have been voluntarily adopted at various companies, including: Sun Life Financial Inc., Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan Inc. and TMX Group Inc.6 Having won the right to have a say-on-pay, it should be interesting to see how shareholders will vote on these issues during next year’s proxy season.

Good Pay Practices
With the increased attention being paid to executive compensation, organizations should endeavour to ensure they are meeting or exceeding the best pay practices, as commented upon by shareholder interest groups. This is particularly true for organizations whose pay practices will be subject to a shareholder advisory vote next year.

RMG released its Canadian policy on poor pay practices. The policy identifies several pay practices considered to be poor, such as egregious employment contracts, excessive severance provisions and excessive perks. Pursuant to the policy, if RMG determines a company has poor pay practices, it will generally recommend withholding votes from compensation committee members and the entire slate of directors if individual elections are not permitted. RMG will also generally recommend voting against an equity incentive plan at the annual meeting if it is a vehicle for poor pay practices.7

CCGG issued a draft of its executive compensation principles. In its draft policy, CCGG indicated, among other things, that compensation should be simplified, payments should match
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measurable achievements and underwater stock options should not be re-priced to a lower exercise price.³

U.S. CEO-to-worker Pay Disparity Grows

The increased scrutiny of executive pay has also brought the spotlight on the rising disparity between CEO and worker pay. The Economic Policy Institute has released certain chapters from “The State of Working America 2008/09”, including the chapter on executive pay. It reports that in 1965, U.S. CEOs in major companies earned 24 times more than a typical worker; this figure grew to 35 in 1978, 71 in 1989 and by 2007 it catapulted to 275. The ratio between the median U.S. CEO pay and the typical worker in 2007 is somewhat less, but still high at 194-to-1. Other reports put these figures even higher.³

Regulatory Updates

OSC Adopts New Hearing Rules

On February 18, 2009, the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) approved and adopted new Rules of Procedure of the Ontario Securities Commission (Rules), and repealed the former rules in their entirety. The new Rules are effective on April 1, 2009. The new Rules are intended to provide more complete and easily accessible guidance on the procedures required for proceedings before the OSC.¹⁰

BCSC Revises its Policies

On March 6, 2009, the British Columbia Securities Commission (BCSC) issued BCSC Notice 2009/03. Pursuant to the notice, BCSC revised BC Policy 15-602 Electronic Hearings. The changes were implemented to address inefficiencies in the hearing process, reflect current practice and consolidate the policy with BC Policy 15-601 Hearings. The notice also addressed changes to BC Policy 15-501 Disclosure of Investigative Information and the introduction of BC Instrument 15-501 Disclosure of Investigative Information. These changes clarify that a person obtaining information under the Instrument may use it only to answer allegations made against a person.¹¹
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